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In the bestselling tradition of The Silence of the Lambs comes The Tower, a novel of nail-biting suspense and
heart-stopping terror played out in a psychological battle of wit, cunning, and pure evil between a
diabolically clever killer and his determined hunter.

Allander Atlasia is an infamous psychopath whose heinous crimes have earned him a lifetime stay at the
Tower (nicknamed Alcatraz II), the world's most extreme maximum-security prison. But after a briliant and
brutal escape, the criminal mastermind begins a killing spree that is intensely personal—one by one, victims
fall prey to a twisted and chilling re-enactment of his own depraved past.

Jade Marlow is an ex-FBI profiler and tracker whose fearlessness is only surpassed by the severity of his
own inner demons. With a record of irrational behavior and a genius for putting himself into the mind of a
criminal predator, he may be the one man diabolical enough to catch Atlasia. In an excalating contest of wills
and wits, two equally defiant men race toward a showdown where daring is deadly and failure is fatal.
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From reader reviews:

Elaine Rode:

Here thing why this The Tower are different and reputable to be yours. First of all looking at a book is good
nevertheless it depends in the content than it which is the content is as delicious as food or not. The Tower
giving you information deeper including different ways, you can find any e-book out there but there is no e-
book that similar with The Tower. It gives you thrill reading journey, its open up your personal eyes about
the thing in which happened in the world which is possibly can be happened around you. You can bring
everywhere like in recreation area, café, or even in your means home by train. For anyone who is having
difficulties in bringing the printed book maybe the form of The Tower in e-book can be your alternate.

Jennifer Barton:

People live in this new day time of lifestyle always try and and must have the time or they will get large
amount of stress from both way of life and work. So , when we ask do people have time, we will say
absolutely yes. People is human not really a huge robot. Then we inquire again, what kind of activity are
there when the spare time coming to anyone of course your answer can unlimited right. Then do you ever try
this one, reading books. It can be your alternative within spending your spare time, typically the book you
have read is usually The Tower.

Lyla Jackson:

Reading can called thoughts hangout, why? Because when you find yourself reading a book especially book
entitled The Tower your brain will drift away trough every dimension, wandering in each and every aspect
that maybe mysterious for but surely will become your mind friends. Imaging every word written in a
reserve then become one type conclusion and explanation that will maybe you never get prior to. The The
Tower giving you one more experience more than blown away your brain but also giving you useful data for
your better life with this era. So now let us present to you the relaxing pattern here is your body and mind
will likely be pleased when you are finished studying it, like winning a game. Do you want to try this
extraordinary shelling out spare time activity?

Donna Wright:

You may get this The Tower by visit the bookstore or Mall. Simply viewing or reviewing it could to be your
solve problem if you get difficulties for your knowledge. Kinds of this reserve are various. Not only by
means of written or printed but can you enjoy this book by means of e-book. In the modern era similar to
now, you just looking of your mobile phone and searching what their problem. Right now, choose your own
personal ways to get more information about your publication. It is most important to arrange yourself to
make your knowledge are still upgrade. Let's try to choose right ways for you.
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